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General Atomics Aeronautical Systems has received a Special Airworthiness Certification in the Experimental Category from the
FAA for its second MQ-9B SkyGuardian aircraft. The company-owned Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA) – registered as N191FP and
known as YBC02 – joins the first SkyGuardian in support of the MQ-9B development program. This certification permits YBC02 to
conduct flight operations in National Airspace (NAS) as a civil aircraft.

“The certification helps us towards our goal of full integration of RPA into the National Airspace System [NAS],” said David R.
Alexander, President, Aircraft Systems, GA-ASI. “It will also help us in continuing the development of MQ-9B for our customers, the
Royal Air Force and Belgian Defense.”

MQ-9B is the result of a five-year, company-funded effort to deliver an unmanned aircraft that can fly in non-segregated
airspace, while meeting the stringent airworthiness type-certification requirements of NATO STANAG 4671. The RPA features
endurance of more than 40 hours, rapid integration of new payloads using nine hardpoints, all-weather, short-field, self-deployment
through SATCOM controlled Automatic Takeoff and Landing Capability, Lynx® Multi-mode Radar and a Detect and Avoid (DAA)
system. GA-ASI designed MQ-9B as the next generation of multi-mission Predator® B fleet and named its baseline MQ-9B aircraft
SkyGuardian, and the maritime surveillance variant SeaGuardian.

In July, the first SkyGuardian aircraft (YBC01) became the first Medium-altitude, Long-endurance (MALE) RPA to fly non-stop
across the Atlantic Ocean. MQ-9B SkyGuardian has been selected by the United Kingdom (as part of the Royal Air Force’s PROTECTOR
RG Mk1 program), and was recently announced as the sole source RPA selection by the country of Belgium.

GA-ASI receives experimental certification
on newest MQ-9B SkyGuardian

BGF invests a further £2.75m in Walker
Precision Engineering to support expansion
Walker Precision Engineering, which makes high-precision components for the, defence and space sectors, has secured a further
£2.75m investment from BGF to support its business expansion in the UK and Europe.

BGF originally invested £4m in the Glasgow-based manufacturing business in January this year, and turnover and order intake
have grown significantly since then. Revenues
increased from £14.9m in 2017 to £19.1m in this
financial year, with the business forecasting
continued growth in 2019 supported by a sustained
increase in order intake. Walker’s orderbook has
grown from £19m in September 2017 and now
stands at over £25m.

Founded in 1979 and run by brothers Gary and
Mark Walker, the company employs more than 260
staff across premises in Glasgow, Basildon and
Poland.  The business recruited 12 new employees
during the last financial year and is planning further
recruitment in the year ahead.

BGF’s funding has already allowed Walker to
invest in specialist equipment at its Glasgow HQ,
increasing its high accuracy machining capacity, as
well as doubling the size of its Polish manufacturing
facility.

The funding will enable Walker to expand its
presence in existing and new markets on the back of recent customer wins

Mark Walker, Managing Director at Walker Precision Engineering, said: “Walker has grown substantially since the BGF’s
original investment, as its financial support and dynamic team allowed us to quickly upscale our existing operations and realise
some new opportunities.  The team can move quickly on decisions which puts us in a very competitive position within our market
place.

“This investment will give the company the working capital we need to support our strategic growth plans, we’re excited by the
prospects presented to us.”

Paddy Graham, BGF investor, added: “Walker is an exceptional business built on a strong heritage and integrity, demonstrated
by the long-standing relationships it enjoys with a diverse range of customers.

“BGF fully supports Mark and Gary’s strategic ambitions to grow the business and they have already demonstrated Walker’s
long-term growth potential by increasing the demand for its manufacturing services from the defence and industrial sectors in
particular.”

The follow-on investment in Walker Precision Engineering brings the total BGF funding in Scotland in excess of £200m across
more than 20 businesses. Its portfolio of growing companies includes Campion Homes, Jumpstart, Bar Soba, Keenan Recycling
and M Squared, which has been more than doubling its revenues every two years since BGF’s investment in 2012.

BGF provides long-term patient capital to businesses with revenues typically between £5m and £100m in exchange for a
minority, non-controlling stake. BGF invests exclusively in small and mid-sized firms headquartered in the UK and Ireland and is
now the most active growth investor in the world.

BGF invests a further £2.75 in Walker Precision Engineering
(l-r) Gary Walker, Paddy Graham (BGF) and Mark Walker
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Lockheed Martin secures US Army exoskeleton development agreement

Lockheed Martin secures US Army
exoskeleton development agreement
Lockheed Martin has received a $6.9 million award from the US Army Natick Soldier Research, Development and Engineering
Center (NSRDEC) to enhance the ONYX™ exoskeleton for future soldier demonstrations. ONYX is a powered, lower-body
exoskeleton with artificial intelligence (AI) technology that augments human strength and endurance.

Under the two-year, sole-source agreement, Lockheed Martin will optimize ONYX components. The improvements will be
evaluated by the University of Florida in advance of NSRDEC soldier demonstrations scheduled for 2019.

“Innovative human/machine technologies like ONYX can improve human performance, decrease injury and reduce fatigue to
help soldiers accomplish physically demanding tasks,” said Keith Maxwell, Exoskeleton Technologies Program Manager at Lockheed
Martin Missiles and Fire Control. “This award brings us one step closer to equipping future forces with advanced exoskeleton
capabilities.”

Developed by Lockheed Martin through a license from B-TEMIA, ONYX counteracts overstress on the lower back and legs.
Using electro-mechanical knee actuators, a suite of sensors, and an AI computer, ONYX learns user movements and delivers the
right torque at the right time to assist with walking up steep inclines, lifting or dragging heavy loads. An independent study by the
University of Michigan confirmed these benefits by showing how ONYX users exerted less energy while walking up an incline with
a 40-pound backpack.

Recently, ONYX received Popular Science magazine's Grand Award in the Security category in their annual Best of What New
2018 Awards. Each year, Popular Science reviews thousands of new products in search of the top 100 tech innovations of the year.
The brand selects 100 winners as well as 10 Grand Award winners – one from each of the categories. To win, a product or
technology must represent a significant step forward in its category. GMC
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Data-driven defence for maximum
survivability
Connected and autonomous vehicles are hot topics today, as consumers the world over envisage self-driving cars to
make their lives easier. However, connected vehicle technology goes much further than self-driving; design, maintenance
and safety are all of vital importance. Emma Cygan, Design and Development Engineer at Pailton Engineering, addresses
the need for data-driven design in the manufacture of military vehicles.

Photo courtesy of Pailton Engineering

Connected military vehicles are generating gigabytes of data
from sensor-packed functions including on-board systems that
monitor a vehicle’s oil, temperature and fuel consumption, as
well as more general performance data, such as speed, distance
travelled and location. This data can be used to track vehicles
and personnel, and importantly, make intelligent decisions that
inform the design of future vehicles.

Data is a critical asset for military organisations, but this
data is only valuable if it’s meaningful, and used effectively. This
may explain why the military vehicle industry is proactively
responding to evolving security threats and upgraded
technologies.

Today, much of Britain’s Ministry of Defence (MoD) and the
US Department of Defence (DoD) procurement activity now uses
cloud services, software and technology products related to
generating and analysing colossal datasets. However, when it
comes to making full use of the reams of data available to it, the
sector still has some way to go.

Data isn’t just benefiting connected or autonomous military
vehicles, it’s benefitting their conception. Designing with data
means that military vehicles can handle the extreme terrain and
unpredictable road conditions out in service, aiding all military
technology’s overarching aim of maximising survivability. But,
where does this meaningful design data come from?

Real life military vehicles
It starts with real life military vehicles. Strain gauging equipment
is added to test vehicles in order to calculate forces and collect
meaningful design data for steering and suspension systems.
By using this data generated from real-life vehicles, design

engineers can make more informed decisions on how to best
manufacture a military vehicle.

This process means design engineers have specified load
and frequency data to accurately inform the design of a robust
and heavy-duty steering system. If the load data is unknown,
theoretical calculations and simulation software can also outline
loads.

At this point, it’s important to note the distinction between
static loads and dynamic loads. Military vehicles don’t endure
the same repetitive force, but instead a multitude of different
forces in varying frequencies. If you are to validate a military

Emma Cygan, Design and Development Engineer
at Pailton Engineering

http://www.globalmilitarycommunications.com
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Steering column. Photo courtesy of Pailton

vehicle against its end application, you need to design and test
against the dynamic nature of service. The varying loads, the
changeable frequencies and irregular abusive loads that occur
during the vehicles life should always be a fundamental
consideration.

This use of real-life data takes this dynamism from the
qualitative realm, to the quantitative realm, so engineers can
use representative data when developing a vehicle’s design.

Data-driven testing
Data-driven design enables data-driven testing. One of the most
important parameters to test for a military vehicle and its parts
is the maximum load. With this information you can observe
how much force a part can endure, in both tensile and
compression, before a failure occurs. Using different rigs to test
a range of force applications, forces up to ±400kN can be applied
both statically or dynamically.

Moreover, with enough data, you can compile a multitude of
loads at their respective frequencies and cycles as part of a
dynamic block testing program. This program effectively mirrors
the real-life data that is gathered from the vehicle to accurately
assess the true fatigue life of the part.

With a variety of loads and frequencies in place, engineers
can measure the number of cycles that the parts can endure
over time, performing 1,000,000 load cycles in only one week.
That’s enough to replicate infinite life for a part on a vehicle,
meaning lifecycle management decisions can be made in
advance.

As connected military vehicles are generating more data
than ever before, it makes sense that these vehicles be produced
with meaningful design data at conception, to maximise safety,
performance and efficiency.

As governments in the US and UK make important decisions
to leverage technology for military vehicles, what will always
remain at the forefront of this process is designing for
survivability.

New technology and use of data could improve the survival
rates of personnel — whether it is a result of increased agility,
autonomous resupply or high-performance steering, and it’s this
notion that makes the implementation of such technology,
incredibly important. GMC

Test rig. Photo courtesy of Pailton Engineering
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A Royal Navy Sea King  counters  incoming IR threats with flares. Artificial intelligence could be used to enhance the
survivability of such platforms and speed up the countermeasure development cycle

“ZIPPO 6 inbound bearing 345 possible C802.” The shrill
excitement interspersed with fear is set within the tone of voice
exploding from the Principal Warfare Officer as he shouts the
warning, about the imminent threat, across the Ops room.
Immediate action ensues, there’s more shouting, Chaff (a radar
countermeasure) is dispensed, DLH (the Royal Navy’s active
off-board decoy) is fired and hard ship manoeuvres are
performed. Equipment ‘black boxes’ kick into action performing
counter-threat activities. Inbound threat signals are rapidly
parameterised and compared to the data stored within the
equipment’s memory. C-802 is found and the library allocates
the ideal dispense sequence to the chaff launchers.
Simultaneously other black boxes use the threat parameters to
allocate the countermeasure techniques and manoeuvre cues.

It sounds like a paragraph lifted from a Tom Clancy book,
but this could be the fever of activity employed as a missile
accelerates toward a ship. To get to this stage however, many
activities have happened months or even years prior to the ship
even sailing; largely un-noticed, teams of military personnel,
scientists, mathematicians and engineers have undergone a
regime of finding, acquiring, analysing data, developing

Countermeasure development in the
AI age
Electronic Warfare (EW) is becoming increasingly
ubiquitous throughout the world right now, with
governments and defence forces increasingly coming to
investigate the opportunities made available in recent
years. Brian Tottingham, MASS Mission Data Technical
Services Manager, outlines the latest developments in
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and machine learning for defence
applications.

countermeasures, programming each black box, testing, trialling
and repeating this sequence of events to ensure that the ship
and its crew will survive such an engagement.

This is called the countermeasure development process,
and hundreds of people have been involved in one-way or
another.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) can help
Fast forward and perhaps in some years to come, these activities
will disappear into the background even more. As Artificial
Intelligence (AI) forges its place in our modern world, Electronic
Warfare (EW) will undoubtedly start adopting elements of AI
and with it, will come some unforeseen benefits. The obvious
ones, improved protection, faster, cheaper, fewer people, less
operator involvement etc. are of course on the list, but perhaps
a few surprises will emerge too.

So what are the corner-stones that need to be considered
to allow AI foundations to be built?
For the past couple of decades, the development of
countermeasures has changed very little. Analysts individually
develop their own tools to support their activities and the brains
behind the process are seemingly housed in a relatively small
number of people around the world. And it is for this reason that
countermeasures development differs from one person to the
next and is often referred to as magic. But does this need to be
the case? What could be done to elicit this knowledge from
these people, and how can we ensure that they are all using
the same, correct data?

The answers are actually relatively simple and un-exciting,
which has generally resulted in their half-hearted adoption or
total disregard. Process and data management! The two are
intrinsically entangled and it doesn’t take much to realise that a
well-documented countermeasures development process
enables all stakeholders to ensure they support all other
stakeholders with the correct information and data.

http://www.globalmilitarycommunications.com
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Critical ISR platforms providing the necessary intelligence will allow the machine learning algorithms to operate
automatically co-ordinating the response to threats

Furthermore, trying to define the countermeasures process
highlights areas that are complex and could be supported with
tailored tools that are better regulated and shared both locally
and to wider stakeholders.

So how do these tools enable AI?
These newly ‘regulated’ tools could save time and money by
reducing analyst time spent developing their own un-verified
and un-validated tools, but also by enabling AI to supplement
Intelligence Mission Data (IMD) ‘holes’ with data derived from
physics ‘first principles.’ The use of AI to filter threat data such
that only realistic data is employed within the Data Management
System (DMS) helps to reduce the analytical burden further,
and being able to automatically obtain and store EW data from
open source intelligence helps to reduce the task of the
Intelligence agencies.

The tools could expedite the generation of countermeasure
tactics by enabling multi-domain (RF and/or IR), multi-
environment (air, land and/or sea), multi-platform and multi-threat
engagements to be simulated. The risk of man-made data
transfer errors and hence wasted development time, or worse
still, ineffective countermeasures, are significantly reduced and
as previously suggested, the months or even years of
countermeasure development are further reduced by being able
to batch-run many scenarios, some of which, such as unavailable
threat systems, may be impossible to replicate in trials. Once
again machine learning algorithms may provide the answer to
this lack of threat information by enabling manufacturing patterns
to inform the modelling. For example, Kalman filters were first
employed in the 1960s and hence modelling of 1950s weapon
systems should not include Kalman filters. Having such tools
also informs the required data being employed and so it becomes
an easier task to reduce the amount of missing data, data holes,
by using data mining techniques to source all data pertinent to
the engagement.

Machine learning within analysis tools improves
countermeasure effectiveness
Similarly, tools designed to specifically support EW analysis,
used in conjunction with the simulation software, will ensure
expensive, time consuming sea, field or flight trials are either
performed more quickly or targeted more effectively. Instinctively,
analysts run trials by changing one factor at a time and yet smart
analysis tools incorporating machine learning algorithms could
reduce this burden on the analyst and trials teams by enabling
multiple factors to be modified simultaneously within a single
engagement. The result being that single factors as well as
combinations of factors can be assessed more effectively. To
use a basic analogy, it is well known that chaff has limited
effectiveness on its own, as does manoeuvre, but combining
the two can produce a very effective countermeasure. Being
able to analyse combined factors is likely to provide improved
capability for counters such as chaff where bundle deployment
time, spacing, number of bundles, platform orientation, platform
speed etc. are all factors. And if electronic countermeasures
are considered, the number of factors and potential survivability
increases exponentially.

Allowing for a new breed of tools which could be used by
peers nationwide in multiple countermeasure and threat-based
organisations would reduce the need for individual analysts to
develop their own un-verified or un-validated tools just to see
how a countermeasure performs.

EW analysis tasks would benefit from the implementation of
standard analysis methods developed and underwritten by
analysis experts rather than countermeasures or threat systems
experts. These could enhance trials design and execution
bringing about much more focused trials, ultimately saving time,
money and possibly even lives.

The employed data is a critical consideration to operations
“Equipment ‘black boxes’ kick into action…” As this sentence,

http://www.globalmilitarycommunications.com
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RN EW operators deal with radar detected threats,
however machine learning algorithms could reduce
the workload on the operator

from our opening paragraph, is considered, it is realised that
the equipment really is an unknown. Our military personnel’s
lives are utterly dependent on what that equipment ‘knows,’ and
yet every piece of equipment providing an identification function
relies on its own supporting database. So what happens when
the active decoy round has been programmed with data that
mismatches the data being used within the chaff launchers?
Often the problems are deeper than that, with different parts of
the military having separate databases. The result being that
the Navy is potentially operating from alternative Intelligence
Mission Data (IMD) to that of the Army, who in turn have different
IMD to that of the Air Force. And if any of that data is incorrect,
questions arise for AI: Is the wrong algorithm being learnt? Is
one equipment going to negate another? A single national
Intelligence Mission Data Management System (DMS) enables
all stakeholders and machine learning algorithms, to find,
acquire, analyse, develop, program, test, trial and support all
EW tasks from a single coherent and managed source of data.
Erroneous data input is less likely due to the ‘management’
component of the DMS, but where it does occur the authority
would be able to address the issue at the time of input, thus
reducing time and effort spent trying to resolve these issues
after the data has been collected.

Bringing AI into EW has its challenges which are being
overcome
Introducing AI and automation into the activities of the
countermeasure development process is not without its
challenges however. The two main challenges are of course
that; stakeholders will have to invest time defining the process,
and its relative data taxonomy, before automation is feasible;
and programming of labour intensive tasks into machine learning
algorithms will require an increase in specialists with this skill
set.

Perhaps less important, as automation is exploited, is the
increased complexity of tools as more stakeholders define their
requirements. On the face of it, it would seem that greater training
would be required, but perhaps this would reduce as automation
takes over and human interaction occurs less frequently.
Verification and validation of such tools could be more of an
issue that threatens the EW domain as AI becomes a reality.

The challenge confronting the EW domain seems quite
daunting. Cohort plc company, MASS, however, has realised
the benefit of amalgamating the knowledge of the experts and
their individual countermeasure development tools. A single
linked set of verified tailored tools facilitates the consistent flow

of data through MASS’ operationally employed countermeasure
development process. Yet being able to decipher collected data
accurately and more rapidly, operate on parts of the intelligence
cycle earlier whilst informing and developing countermeasures
within the engagement time, remains a challenge.

The opening paragraph’s “…Equipment ‘black boxes’ kick
into action…” is better managed and delivered by the MASS
toolset. The THURBON DMS provides that single data solution
that can ‘feed’ those ‘black boxes’ and its multi-level security
capability enables more effective coalition interoperability.

MASS has laid the corner-stones to evolve toward an AI
solution. Their vision, to use machine learning algorithms to
enhance the interpretation of collected data, employ a combined
cyber and AI solution that enables earlier ‘intelligence cycle’
activities and use machine learning to inform countermeasure
actions before the threat is viable, is within reach. Ultimately
MASS aim to utilise AI to enable countermeasure development
as that ‘C802’, or any unknown threat, is inbound.

http://www.globalmilitarycommunications.com
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Automating connectivity in defence
assets
Military assets, which often last in excess of 20 years,
cause significant problems when new technologies are
brought in, each utilising different communication network
types. Nick Pridham, Managing Director of Hamersham
Limited, discusses the efficient automation of data
exchange in modern defence systems.

Legacy, current and future defence assets have many
different communication network types, such as CANBUS, Serial
and RS422. If networks of different types remain separated,
then a problem called ‘stove piping can arise.’ The stove pipe
description evokes the idea of control system stacks in vertical
columns that are not connected. If control system connectivity
is not considered from the beginning, then getting different stove
pipe columns to communicate retrospectively can be expensive
and technically difficult.

The efficient automation of data exchange is imperative for
modern defence systems, whether they be on land, in the air or
on water. Any single or group of systems or devices must be
able to send and receive data from any other system or device.
The nature of the data exchange must be able to be Unicast,
Multicast or Broadcast. This means simple point-to-point or
many-to-many communication links are required to give systems
and devices complete flexibility in how they want to exchange
data.

Put simply, it means that any device type must have a
seamless, reliable way of joining a communications network,
reading and writing the data it needs to, and then disconnecting.
Device types can be anything from deeply embedded sensors
with limited memory and processing, to high-powered system
control computers. A low cost, reliable and secure way for
defence systems to exchange data is one of the key problems
that has to be addressed by electronic system designers.

Another key networking consideration is the elimination of
the need for a messaging server. This means that devices can
communicate directly with each other on the same network
without having to go through a central message server. This is
referred to as peer-to-peer (P2P) communications.

The efficient automation of the data exchange process
described is imperative. System designers have complex data
exchange requirements as well as complex application
development requirements. The ideal scenario therefore is for
system designers to be able to put most of their development
effort into the application and delegate the responsibility of
networking to a piece of interfacing software. This software is
often referred to as middleware. One of the tried and tested
middleware solutions deployed in defence applications is called
DDS – Data Distribution Service.

DDS middleware
DDS communications middleware is computer software that
enables two separate software components, processes, or
applications to exchange information, from either within one
device, or between multiple devices. DDS is a specific kind of
middleware. It is located in the layer that lies between the
operating system (Linux, MAC OS, Unix, Windows, FreeRTOS,
Greenhills, Integrity, etc) and system applications (vehicle
control, weapons command, display information, etc), that allows
for communications.

DDS communications middleware may be built into or added
to one or both of the applications. Sometimes DDS is referred

to as plumbing because it is the piece that connects multiple
applications and allows data to pass through. The purpose of
DDS Middleware is to simplify the designing, programming, and
managing of software applications by streamlining the way these
applications receive and process data.

DDS middleware can be deployed in a wide variety of
software systems, from mobile devices (navigation, system
displays, sensors) to static control and database systems. The
equipment in these systems varies in screen and visual display
capabilities, bandwidth capacities, and processing power. DDS
middleware facilitates communications between these differing
devices and can understand and support multiple programming
languages (C, C++, Modern C++, C#, Java, PHP, Ruby on Rails,
etc.).

We can use a vehicle fuel level sensor and a logistics control
platform here as an example. They both function in vastly different
capacities, but with DDS middleware, they are able to talk and
work with each other. The two devices have completely different
operating systems. The sensor maybe a deeply embedded
RTOS whereas the logistics platform is a powerful database
system running on Windows. DDS is the communication element
that allows these diverse device types to communicate.

http://www.globalmilitarycommunications.com
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DDS - Publish Subscribe Communication
Elimination of the requirement for a message broker is achieved
by deploying a publish/subscribe methodology. Many
communication middleware technologies are available. Most are
based on a functional model. For example, RPC (Remote
Procedure Call) and CORBA (Object Request Broker) are two
examples of middleware that allow function calls to be distributed
across the network between a client and a server. However,
these architectures lead to tight coupling between the client and
the server; this makes these systems difficult to extend.

The client-server architecture is appropriate for centralised
data processing and works well in some systems and some
use cases. In some client-server technologies, the drawbacks
are increased integration costs for new capabilities and potential
single point of failure. An alternative to this approach is the
Publish-Subscribe architecture embodied in DDS. This
architecture promotes a loose coupling between data producers
and data consumers. The architecture is flexible and dynamic;
it is easy to adapt and extend systems to changing environments
and requirements.

The figure below illustrates the DDS Publish Subscribe
architecture where multiple Publishers and Subscribers
exchange strongly typed data through a common Topic. The
communications are controlled by a Quality of Service model.

Administration costs and DDS middleware
As system networks grow, keeping control of the costs to manage
the networks is a huge challenge. As networks scale up in terms

of traffic and device numbers, then automating this process
becomes necessary. New devices must be able to join and leave
the network without configuring IP addresses and port numbers.
Fortunately, DDS allows networking complexity to be kept under
control by using keyed TOPICS and a Discovery process.

Devices joining a network can automatically discover each
other. IP addresses and port numbers are handled automatically
by DDS and the communication process begins. DDS devices
with data to offer and those DDS devices wishing to consume
data communicate during the discovery process and agree to
exchange data on a TOPIC. The data TOPIC could be
‘System_KPI’ and include varied data such as temperatures,
error codes, fuel levels etc.

Life cycle costs and DDS middleware
Device service life of 20 years for defence assets can present a
spare parts and maintenance challenge for system designers.
Similarly, system networking and device data exchange must
be considered for care and maintenance for the working life
period of the machine. DDS middleware has a feature called
Extensible Data Types allowing devices with more recent
software upgrades to interoperate with legacy devices. This
means system designers can implement changes for new
devices without having to upgrade legacy devices in the field.

http://www.globalmilitarycommunications.com
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DDS has a way of ignoring new data types that it does not
recognise and using the ones that it does.

Communications profiles
The DDS standards specify the mechanism for moving data – a
typical communications middleware technology standard.
However, DDS is much more. In addition to communications,
DDS provides advanced data management, storage,
organisation, filtering, redundancy, extensibility, and security. This
rich set of features allows many different communication profiles
to be configured and are collectively called ‘Quality Of Services’
(QOS). QOS settings are configured to control things such as:

• History Depth: How many samples are held in memory to
be read by a new network participant?

• Delivery Deadline: How quickly shall a data topic be
delivered?

• Reliability: How reliable is the data required to be? Are
dropped packets allowed?

A total of 25 QOS settings are available to optimise the DDS
data traffic in defence networks.

Small footprint - CoreDX DDS
To meet the requirements of working on a wide range of device
types, DDS middleware must be small in footprint and very
efficient. This is because deeply embedded devices often have
very little Flash and RAM available. The CoreDX DDS product
is 100 percent designed and developed by Twin Oaks Computing
to meet the OMG’s DDS specification. There is no historical
code, no code borrowed from the open source community, no
code retrofitted to meet the CoreDX DDS requirements. This
allows Hamersham, an EMEA distributor of Twin Oaks
Computing, to deliver a quality, fully-functional DDS
implementation with the smallest footprint. Our entire core library
is less than 500KB and runs in environments with as little as
100KB of RAM. The full CoreDX DDS implementation is deployed
on FPGAs, DSPs, PLCs, ECUs and other embedded
environments. This small library size comes with a proportionally
small Line of Code Count making it perfect for safety critical
applications requiring DO-178B certification. CoreDX DDS is
modular and contains additional run-time memory tuning
parameters. Space constrained projects can select components
of CoreDX DDS to meet their requirements and tune those
components to reduce unnecessary memory utilisation. A small
footprint DDS allows system designers the freedom to deploy
exactly the same DDS middleware implementation in deeply
embedded devices or powerful master computers.

DDS - An open standard
DDS is a standardised middleware according to an open
standard and a range of different vendors exist. This means
commercial risk is reduced because vendor lock-in is avoided.
The vendor community is vibrant and meets quarterly for
interoperability testing. DDS is not ITAR restricted and can be
freely deployed in defence applications. The DDS standard is
administered by the OMG organisation.

DDS is flexible and scaleable
Applications communicating with DDS might be running together
on one host, or they might be distributed over multiple hosts,
each with different architectures and operating systems.
Applications using DDS for communications do not need to know
the details of where their other applications are residing, or even

if they exist. The Discovery mechanism built into DDS allows
applications to come and go from a DDS network without
requiring any changes to the applications or the network. This
means a new system can be brought into the network, and start
sending or receiving data, without any changes to existing
applications.

DDS is fast
The Twin Oaks DDS Implementation was built from the ground
up with performance in mind. The engineering staff at Twin Oaks
Computing have a long history of writing and maintaining real-
time and near real-time software, and this expertise was used
in creating CoreDX DDS. CoreDX DDS is written in ‘C’ (with
additional application language bindings available) for low
overhead and memory savings. The CoreDX DDS baseline is
tested and enhanced for performance at every step of the
development process. The result is a high-quality DDS
implementation with extremely low latency and high throughput
capacity. CoreDX DDS data aggregation, multi-core data
pipeline, and low latency event notification provide for throughput
in the +900Mbps range and latencies below 75 usec over a
1Gbps ETHERNET network. The CoreDX DDS release includes
source code for example benchmarking applications.

Security
The DDS Security standard contains a complete state-of-the-
art security solution that is completely integrated into the DDS
protocols (not simply layered on top of SSL). DDS Security
includes: Identification, Authentication, Access Control, Integrity,
and Confidentiality, allowing the designer full flexibility on a topic-
by-topic level.

“The DDS Security standard
contains a complete state-of-

the-art security solution”
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Kfir Benjamin, CEO at GetSAT

Serving the critical
government and military
markets

GMC
Q&A

GetSAT is an innovator in small,
lightweight satellite communication
terminals for airborne, ground, and
maritime applications. Located in Israel,
the company is an antenna technology
expert pioneering micronized, integrated
terminals specifically targeting SoTM
satellite communications-on-the-move
(SoTM) applications. The company works
with airborne vehicles such as helicopters
and unmanned vehicles like UAVs, with
ground vehicles like jeeps and military
strike vehicles and maritime vessels both
manned and unmanned.

GetSAT provides small, lightweight satellite communications terminals for
airborne, ground and maritime applications across the globe. Serving the
commercial, government and military markets, GetSAT has a wide range
of terminals to suit any application. Kfir Benjamin, CEO at GetSAT, outlines
how GetSAT effectively serves the critical government and military markets.

Photo courtesy of GetSAT

GMC: Can you provide an overview of GetSAT’s capabilities and expertise?
Kfir Benjamin: GetSAT is an innovator in small, lightweight satellite
communication terminals for airborne, ground, and maritime applications. Located
in Israel, the company is an antenna technology expert pioneering micronized,
integrated terminals specifically targeting SoTM satellite communications-on-
the-move (SoTM) applications. We work with airborne vehicles such as helicopters
and unmanned vehicles like UAVs, with ground vehicles like jeeps and military
strike vehicles and maritime vessels both manned and unmanned.

GetSAT’s family of SoTM terminals is based on patented fully-interlaced
InterFLAT panel technology for transmitting and receiving signals on the same
panel. Our compact and lightweight designs offer reduced size, weight and power
consumption (SWaP) to provide advantages essential for critical mission success.
In contrast, other technologies utilize separate transmission and reception panels.
Via proprietary materials, science and design, and frankly, a great deal of
experimenting and micronizing, our engineering team found a way not only to
interlace panels, but also to miniaturize antenna hardware and ensure that all
connections and pathways within the architecture worked better than others.
With all of this, we are able to provide greater satellite communication throughput,
in less physical space, less weight and with lower power consumption, thereby
putting the SWaP conundrum to bed.

Working closely with integrators, communication providers and other clients,
GetSAT provides all-encompassing solutions. This means that our team takes
part in the planning, designing, configuring, customizing, integrating, installing
and deploying of our platforms within larger communication systems.

GMC: Which markets are key to GetSAT’s operations, and how have they
evolved over the years?
Kfir Benjamin: GetSAT prides itself in supporting the difficult demands of defense
agencies around the world. We see this support as a key driver for ensuring we
design, build and field the smallest, most efficient and rugged SoTM terminals
on the market. By solving the most difficult of SoTM problems for the most difficult
users, we have also solved many other issues that plague commercial entities
and non-government organizations. Additionally, with the evolution of high
throughput satellites (HTS) everyone in the SoTM market requires smaller, lighter
and faster capabilities and the team at GetSAT works diligently to ensure our
solutions support those demands.
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GMC: What are the biggest challenges emerging right now
in delivering secure communications on the move (COTM)
for military applications?
Kfir Benjamin: COTM applications are a steadily growing
market, not only for the military but also for defense, security
and border applications. Challenges include ruggedness, down
and uplink speeds, ease of use, size, weight, power consumption
and flexibility.

GMC: In March, the US Government selected GetSAT’s
MicroSAT and MilliSAT LM (land and maritime) versions for
providing secure communications on the move (COTM)
applications. What can you tell us about the deal, and why
are GetSAT’s products better suited for this application than
rival offerings?
Kfir Benjamin: Yes, in March 2018, GetSAT announced that
the US Government selected GetSAT’s MicroSAT and MilliSAT
LM (Land Maritime) versions for providing maritime and ground-
based secure communications-on-the-move (COTM)
applications. Delivery of the first of these units took place in
July 2018. We are extremely proud of our selection to support
the US Department of Defense. Our selection is a testament to
the ruggedness and quality of our platforms.

One of the issues of being a supplier to certain agencies in
the military and security arenas is that we cannot always
publicize our business deals. Though we can talk in broad terms
about the March 2018 deal with the US Government, I can tell
you that we do have other deals with revenues from agencies
around the world. However, we are currently unable to provide
more details.

For the aforementioned deal, both MicroSAT and MilliSAT
LM are built strong for continuous usage in harsh environments
whether at sea or on the ground. These terminals met a lengthy
list of mission critical operational parameters that the DoD
required for on-the-move communications in a compact form
factor.

Our engineers construct our micronized terminals so they
are easy to deploy and integrate. Our unique all-in-one design
including BUC and modem is optimized for harsh environmental
requirements and is available in Ka or Ku-band variants. The
platforms’ ultra-low power consumption makes them the perfect
fit for the DoD’s needs.

GMC: In August, Avanti Communications demonstrated the
potential of GetSAT’s communications on the move (COTM)
capabilities, utilizing GetSAT’s MicroSat terminal on board
a moving vehicle. Can you outline the demonstration, and
the implication for satellite COTM?
Kfir Benjamin: Satellite-on-the-Move (SOTM) applications are
a market ripe for products such as those we supply. The potential
is enormous. Linking a moving platform – whether on the ground,
in the air or at sea – requires efforts and small, lightweight and
flexible equipment.

The terminals need to deal with changing conditions
including extreme motion and altitude as well as other
environmental conditions such as temperature, humidity and
pressure. Our collaboration enables military and government
users to maximize the benefits of HTS broadband for the delivery
of full motion video and other C4ISR applications.

During our Avanti demonstration, we used a GetSAT
MicroSAT terminal installed on a travelling vehicle that connected
to a GetSAT Microhub modem installed in Avanti’s Gateway
Earth Station in Cyprus, and thus to Avanti’s HYLAS 2 Ka-band
satellite. In these stringent tests, we obtained data traffic rates
up to 8.5Mbps from the moving vehicle, easily showing our and
Avanti’s network abilities to stream live HD-quality video or
surveillance imagery and IP data traffic.

The strategic partnership between Avanti and GetSAT offers
significant high data capability combined with very small, flexible,
agile and portable satellite communications to support military
and government users.

GMC: What are your expectations for GetSAT for 2019?
Kfir Benjamin: We expect 2019 to be a banner year for GetSAT.
We will continue to support users with our Land Maritime (LM)
and Lightweight (LW) variants of terminals while also introducing
two new families of terminals; the Blade family of low profile
interlaced Electronically Steerable Array (ESA) antennas and
the Ultra, an all planes ESA L-band antenna.

The innovative solution for L-band satcom will be the first to
be announced. The versatile super low-profile Ultra Blade L-
band antenna will be compatible with any land mobile BGAN
terminal and L-band satellite. Ultra Blade will be the market’s
first complete all-planes ESA antenna with no moving parts
whose streamlined physical characteristics and technical
achievements change the future of mobile broadband satcom.

Expanding GetSAT’s satcom solutions for on-the-move L-
band applications, Ultra Blade will combine unbeatable size,
weight and power consumption (SWaP) all in a package of less
than 5lbs (2.4kg). This will truly be an innovative product that
will change the physical make-up of BGAN terminals for the
better. We are excited by the opportunities the Ultra Blade will
offer.

Each of our future portfolio products will examine how to
most effectively reduce SWaP differentials for the satcom
business. I cannot overstress the importance of miniaturization
and micronizing technologies. Our teams are at the forefront of
this drive.

In the coming 18 months, we will introduce a full pipeline of
satcom products as well as continue our sales. We really are no
longer in start-up phase, rather we are fully moving forward with
all aspects that are entailed in a growing and emerging company.
At present, at the end of 2018, we already have a number of
fascinating deals with integrators, governments, defence and
security agencies, that we are unable to expose. However,
despite this, we can state that GetSAT’s name is growing in
stature amongst industry experts. GMC
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Delivering mobile military
communications services
Secure, reliable communications on the move (COTM) plays a critical role in the government and military sectors the
world over. Satellite, of course, plays a major part in keeping people connected, delivering ubiquitous quality of service
the world over. When COTM accessibility can mean the difference between mission success and mission failure,
companies across the globe are eager to develop and improve service offerings to the best of their abilities.

The ability to communicate on the move is something we
take for granted, but it’s also a fairly new development. It’s not
so long ago now that we didn’t have access to mobile phones
and other mobile communications technologies in our everyday
lives. Today, however, it seems that most of us are communicating
in one form or another for almost all our waking hours. With
phones and tablets almost permanently attached to our hands,
we interact with hundreds of people every day over social media,
for work and for pleasure.

The ability to communicate while mobile is an essential part
of battlefield operations. Way back when, messengers would
travel to and fro, relaying vital information between troops and
commanders. This method, along with messenger birds and
shouted orders, was eventually replaced by radio and Morse
code, and more recently, personal role radios (PRRs).

As technology developed, so too did communications
capabilities; in addition to PRRs, battlefield satellite
communications, utilising a mobile antenna, either flyaway or
installed on ground vehicles, became commonplace. This new
era of satcom on the move (SOTM) allowed new, secure
messaging capabilities, with real-time updates in a way that had
never been seen before. Development of more advanced
communications on the move (COTM) systems, with increased
security or with SWAP (size, weight and power) improvements,
is ongoing to this day.

Viasat ramps up military offerings
Global communications company Viasat has operated in the
satellite sector for more than 30 years, delivering services to
government, commercial, enterprise and military customers the
world over. It’s been a significant year for the company, which is
currently working to expand its presence in the government and
military markets.

In January, Viasat was awarded an indefinite delivery/
indefinite quantity (IDIQ) contract with an initial ceiling of US$350
million for advanced equipment, systems, services and support
to significantly modernize ground/air situational awareness,
tactical data links, terrestr ial networking, intelligence,
surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR), tactical satellite
communications, information assurance, network management
and cybersecurity for Special Operations Forces.

The IDIQ contract is structured to expand and evolve over
time, keeping pace with rapid technology advancements in
mobile networking, cybersecurity and broadband satellite
communications technology sectors. The flexible nature of the
IDIQ will allow Special Operations Command (SOCOM) to
rapidly acquire, deploy and evolve a wide variety of new
operational capabilities, terminals, products, systems, services,
suppor t and sustainment in support of current and
future SOCOM missions. 

“We at Viasat have a deep and enduring commitment to our
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growing partnership with SOCOM. As a part of that commitment
we continue to exploit opportunities to apply our cutting-edge
commercial technologies to rapidly develop and deploy new and
advanced military operational capabilities in suppor t
of SOCOM’s most critical missions,” said Ken Peterman,
President, Government Systems Viasat. “This sole source award
establishes a comprehensive contract vehicle enabling
SOCOM to rapidly acquire and deploy these new and modern
capabilities in support of evolving mission scenarios faster than
ever before.” 

The contract award is aligned with current Department of
Defense (DoD) initiatives to modernize the military’s tactical
network. In recent statements to the Senate Armed Services
Committee, General Raymond A. Thomas, III, Commander
USSOCOM discussed this need to be able to rapidly transform
capabilities: “While we are fully committed to winning the current
fight, we are simultaneously working to prepare for the conflicts
of tomorrow. We are always searching for improvements and
relentlessly pursuing our next advantage.”

This contract vehicle will help ensure SOCOM has a modern
network with tactical systems that are agile and responsive to
the complex requirements of the multi-domain battlespace, while
assuring that deployed systems remain flexible enough to
continuously evolve and adapt today’s rapidly advancing
technologies associated with mobile networking, information
technology, cybersecurity and broadband satellite
communications.  

Later in March, Viasat announced that services over its
ViaSat-2 communications satellite were now available for
government, defence and military applications. The service
leverages the world’s most advanced communications satellite,
ViaSat-2, along with innovations in ground networking
technologies, that will deliver significant performance
advantages over any other commercial or DoD satcom system.

In early March, Viasat conducted a ViaSat-2 satcom system
demonstration, attended by representatives from the US armed
forces, where they demonstrated a number of cloud-based
government applications. The speeds on the ViaSat-2 satellite
system demonstrated the industry’s fastest broadband
connections, exceeding 100Mbps during the demonstration day.

The ViaSat-2 satcom system has the ability to:

• Transmit bandwidth-intensive, media-rich cloud
applications: Fast data rates and more satellite capacity

will enable 4K and HD video streaming to thousands of
electronic devices simultaneously for greater operational
capabilities at the tactical edge.

• Conduct more simultaneous operations: Abundant
capacity will enable warfighters to capture and send
Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) sensor
data; transmit live two-way video conferencing and Voice
over Internet Protocol (VoIP) calls; as well as conduct
Command and Control (C2) and Situational Awareness (SA)
communications as prioritized traffic to many more platforms
in a region.

• Continue operating through an electromagnetic,
terrestrial or cyber-attack: Resiliency is provided through
the ViaSat-2 system’s exceptional anti-interferer
performance, Viasat’s unique Satellite Access Node (SAN)
gateway diversity, seamless satellite switching and assured
pattern re-routing to operate through gateway failures, and
through Viasat’s Active Cyber Defense, which automatically
detects, mitigates and attributes Distributed Denial-of-
Service (DDoS)  attacks  against the network’s infrastructure.
The resilient nature of the Viasat network will enable mission-
critical communication packets to be protected and
distributed safely, even in highly contested combat
environments.

• Provide assured communications: Viasat’s Best Available
Network concept provides a global, redundant system for
military to access Viasat’s global Ku-band networks, its more
advanced Ka-band networks, as well as the Wideband Global
SATCOM (WGS) system. The Best Available Network allows
terminals to roam across multiple networks to maximize
resilience and collaboration for ground fixed, transportable,
mobile, maritime and airborne platforms.

“We are proudly demonstrating emerging US government
concept of operations requiring bandwidth-intensive, cloud-
connected military applications with our latest high-throughput
commercial satellite, ViaSat-2,” said Ken Peterman, President,
Government Systems, Viasat. “The innovations in the new
ViaSat-2 satellite and network show that we can dramatically
improve operational capabilities for military missions. This
satcom system is the first in our series of ultra-high-capacity
global satellite networks, which will enable superior reach,
readiness, and resiliency for global military forces.”

Meanwhile, in June, Viasat acquired UK-based Horsebridge
Defence and security, which focuses on design, system
integration and support of deployable secure networks, in order
to enable Viasat to continue to grow its business in the UK
defence market by delivering mission-critical ground-based
communication networks and services. Horsebridge Defence
and Security has developed robust relationships with the UK
Armed Forces, supporting a number of UK Ministry of Defence
(MOD) programmes.

“By acquiring Horsebridge Defence and Security, we hope
to accelerate the trajectory of our ability to support UK defence
operations,” said Peterman. “Viasat builds best-of-breed
technology solutions that leverage commercial innovation; and
by combining our strengths with the deep domain expertise of
the Horsebridge Defence and Security team, we intend to reliably
extend commercial, military or emergency service networks to
the tactical mobile edge.”

The Horsebridge Defence and Security team will be
integrated into Viasat’s already established and growing
Farnborough, UK-based organization. They will have immediate
access to Viasat’s full communications portfolio from the
company’s most advanced satellite communication and Link 16
mobile networking solutions to its innovative cybersecurity and
information assurance capabilities.

“Viasat is a strong match for the Horsebridge Defence and
Security team; we are aligned both culturally and in our technical
vision for how to bring secure ground networks to UK MOD and
adjacent markets,” said Martin Flather, Director, Horsebridge
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US Government selected GetSAT’s MicroSAT

Defence and Security. “Having access to Viasat’s broad portfolio
of technologies and capabilities will enable us to create new
secure communications and mobility platforms that leverage
high-capacity mobile networks with assured availability—with
accredited secure voice, video and messaging services—
whenever and wherever military forces require it in the UK or
overseas.”

Horsebridge Defence and Security develops and integrates
technologies under its Kestrel II-branded services portfolio. The
Kestrel brand has a strong reputation with MOD through
successful delivery of a high-capacity ground network for a
specific operational mission. The Kestrel II portfolio offers a range
of complementary secure network products, solutions and
services that are specifically targeted at today’s UK Defence
requirements and are continuously integrated and continuously
developed (CI/CD) to stay at the forefront of technology.

GetSAT delivers high speed mobile communications for
military applications
GetSAT is an innovator in small, lightweight satellite
communications terminals for airborne, ground and maritime
applications. Serving the commercial and government sectors,
the company has been ramping up its presence in the military
sector in recent years.

In March, the US Government selected GetSAT’s MicroSAT
and MilliSAT L/M (land and maritime) terminals for providing
maritime and ground-based secure COTM applications.

GetSat’s micronized communications terminals are based
on the company’s patented fully-interlaced InterFLAT panel
technology for transmitting and receiving signals on the same
panel. Meeting the demanding requirements of full time usage
in harsh environments, these rugged SOTM terminals offer
significant savings in size, weight, and power usage.

“Our selection by the US Government is not a surprise.
Rather it is a testament to our platforms meeting a myriad of
mission critical operations parameters. Soon, GetSat’s InterFLAT
panel technology, as well as our platforms, will become common
names throughout the industry as we continue to provide leading
edge communications on the move solutions, platforms and
technologies,” said GetSAT CEO, Kfir Benjamin.

Constructed in a super-light compact installation, GetSAT’s
L/M platforms are micronized, fully integrated, on the move
rugged terminals. Based on built-in InterFLAT panel technology,
all L/M terminals are easy to deploy and integrate and can be
outfitted with various antenna sizes in accordance with

bandwidth requirements of ground, air and marine applications.
Its unique all-in-one design including BUC and modem is
optimized for harsh environments specs and its ultra-low power
consuming platform is compatible with Ka and Ku-band
applications.

MicroSat L/M has options for both the Ka and Ku-bands,
providing autonomous operation for transmitting and receiving
bandwidth data rates at more than 10Mbps. This midsized
terminal offers unprecedented bandwidth that can be hand
carried in any environment. Meanwhile, MilliSAT L/M Ka is a
medium lightweight portable on-the-move Ka-band satellite
terminal solution. MilliSat enables fully autonomous transmission
and reception of high bandwidth data rates of more than 20Mbps.
 In August, GetSAT and Avanti Communications Group
successfully demonstrated the outstanding potential of SOTM
capabilities. Utilizing GetSAT’s MicroSat terminal installed on a
vehicle, GetSAT’s Microhub modem installed in Avanti’s Gateway
Earth Station in Cyprus, and Avanti’s HYLAS 2 Ka-band satellite,
data traffic rates reached up to 8.5Mbps from the moving vehicle,
thus showcasing Avanti’s network ability to stream live HD-quality
video or surveillance imagery and data traffic for military and
government users.

The strategic partnership between Avanti and GetSAT offers
significant capability enhancements to support military and
government organisations in the provision of very small, flexible,
agile and portable satellite communications. The collaboration
will enable military and government users to maximise the
benefits of high throughput satellite (HTS) broadband and take
full advantage of high capacity data traffic, including full motion
video and other C4ISR applications, even when on the move.
Having successfully demonstrated the exceptional throughputs
achievable, both companies will now seek to further develop
the capability. The US Army has recently chosen GetSAT’s
MicroSat terminal as a critical enabler for mobile satellite
connectivity.

“The partnership between Avanti’s High Throughput Ka-band
technology and GetSAT’s ground-breaking Satellite on the Move
technology provides a capability that has enormous potential
for military and Government users. We are proud to be working
with GetSAT and look forward to collaboratively supporting our
Government and Military customers,” commented Graham
Peters, Managing Director of Avanti Government.

“Avanti’s Ka-band satellite broadband has allowed us to fully
demonstrate the capability of GetSAT’s technology,” added Kfir
Benjamin, Chief Executive Officer of GetSAT. “We are extremely
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proud of the equipment we have created, and it is therefore
extremely important to be able to find a carrier that allows us to
fully maximise its potential. The combination of GetSAT and
Avanti will add real depth and much higher capacities to our
existing offerings and allow us to support the needs of our users
for high data C4ISR traffic in remote locations and while on the
move.”

Comtech Telecommunications achieves large COTM orders
from US Government
Comtech Telecommunications Corporation is famous the world
over for its top-of-the-range satcom equipment, with which it
serves the commercial, enterprise, government and military
sectors. Thanks to its unique solutions, Comtech
Telecommunications achieves an extraordinary amount of work
with the US Government, for COTM, as well as its 9-1-1 platform
and Blue Force Tracking programme.

In March, Comtech Telecommunications’ Command &
Control Technologies group received a US$123.6 million, three-
year contract award to provide ongoing sustainment services

GetSAT’s MilliSAT L/M terminal

for the AN/TSC-198A SNAP (Secret Internet Protocol Router
(SIPR) and Non-classified Internet Protocol Router (NIPR)
Access Point), Very Small Aperture Terminals (VSATs). SNAP
terminals provide quick and mobile satellite communications
capability to personnel in the field, and Comtech
Telecommunications will be the sole provider of these
sustainment services. The contract was initially funded at US$3.1
million with additional funding expected to occur across the
performance period; this came later in July, when an order in
excess of US$12.5 million, on top of the US$123.6 million
contract, was placed, bringing up the funding to date to US$29.5
million.

“We are pleased that we have won this competitive
solicitation to provide sustainment services for the SNAP satellite
Earth station terminals. We are pleased that the US Army has
selected us to continue to perform this important work,” said Fred
Kornberg, President and Chief Executive Officer of Comtech
Telecommunications Corp. ”We believe the award of this contract
further validates our strategy of putting more emphasis on
important contracts and working closely with the US Army.”

In the April, Comtech Telecommunications’ Comtech Xicom
Technology, Inc., subsidiary received a follow-on contract for
more than US$4.2 million from a US military integrator for high-
power satellite communication travelling wave tube amplifiers
(TWTAs). This is the third instalment of a multi-year program for
these power amplifiers used in tactical transportable SATCOM
terminals. “We are pleased to receive another follow-on order
for this highly advanced multi-band SATCOM system. Our
outdoor TWTAs are proven to be robust and reliable,”
said Kornberg. ”We have ramped up our manufacturing capacity
to meet the customer’s aggressive schedule and anticipate
shipping the entire order this fiscal year.”

July, meanwhile, saw more work for the Command & Control
group, when new orders totalling US$10.6 million came in for the
US Army PM Tactical Network, to provide Manpack Satellite
Terminals and networking equipment to the Defense Logistics
Agency SATCOM Program Office and Headquarters United States
Marine Corps. “We are pleased that we have the opportunity to
provide this mission essential equipment to our government
customers,” said Kornberg. ”These orders through the Global
Tactical Advanced Communication Systems (GTACS) contract
reinforce our partnership in supporting our warfighters.”
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XTAR is a trusted commercial satellite
operator exclusively providing services in
the X-band frequency range, which is the
communications cornerstone of today's
military, diplomatic, humanitarian and
emergency disaster response operations.
A privately-owned and operated company,
XTAR supports the critical satellite
communications needs of governments
around the world through its two X-band
payloads.

With its high-powered 72MHz trans-
ponders and global, fixed and steerable
beams, XTAR provides over 4GB of cost-
effective, flexible, secure X-band capacity
with coverage from Denver east to
Singapore. The system can accommodate
massive wideband data requirements and
provides overlapping coverage with
regional redundancy for increased service
and reliability.

XTAR bandwidth is not application
specific; it can support and transmit to any
one of the primary architectures used by
government agencies today, including
fixed-to-fixed, tactical-to-tactical, reach
back, broadcast and airborne platforms.

XTAR was the first commercial entity to provide X-band satellite services
in the world when it was founded in 2001. Today, the company exclusively
serves government and military users, and is currently exploring its
expansion options by engaging with government policy makers and military
acquisition authorities to ensure its new systems fully address emerging
user needs. Jay Icard, CEO of XTAR, opines on how the company will
continue to move forwards in an increasingly competitive market.

Increasingly competitive
market

GMC: XTAR is well-known for focusing exclusively on government and
military users with its X-band services; what’s your assessment on the
significance of X-band in the wider satellite communications community?
Jay Icard: Commercial X-band is a unique product. It solves a particular set of
problems and achieves higher data rates into small terminals, maintains strong
links in poor weather conditions, and has a low probability of interference. As
users such as those in the military determine that maintaining their
communications link is mission critical, they will evolve into multi-band systems
where they can use the most advantageous link. X-band provide one of the tools
in the multi-band toolbox and offers advantages such as large spot beams, low
interference, high throughput and weather resistance.

XTAR capacity has been used by some of the most demanding customers,
due to their mission set. We are available to so many more who have either never
used X-band or have their experience only on government constellations.

GMC You were appointed as CEO back in March 2018. What skills and
expertise will you bring to XTAR, and where do you see the company going
under your direction?
Jay Icard: I came to XTAR after 13 years with a satellite system integrator. Prior
to that, I worked for a global telecommunications company, a global software
company and spent nine years on my first job out of college working on Navy
weapon systems acquisitions programs. During my time as a satellite system
integrator, we built the DoD business from a cottage business into a substantial
player. I have an in-depth understanding of the problems the integrator community
faces in their constant competitive environment. I experienced what value a
business partner can provide as we built the business.

I came to XTAR because I was interested in having something unique to
bring to market. We simply need to make the X-band product an enabler for the
integrator community. It has to provide a competitive advantage on the solution
and price and we have to make working with us easy. We are doing just that. We
have some exciting announcements coming in the near future that will expand
our product set, provide broader coverage and further enhance our products in
security and resiliency.
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GMC : Which trends and challenges are emerging in XTAR’s
key markets, and how is the company addressing them?
Jay Icard: Our users tell us that flexibility and interoperability
are both top of mind. As mentioned above, we see the multi-
band trend continuing to evolve. However, the ability to do all of
this on a limited budget will continue to be an issue to them.
XTAR is capable of providing flexibility through actions such as
daily use, quick time to service, and porting from beam-to-beam
if needed. The interoperability between XTAR, WGS and other
government X-band satellites allows users with X-band terminals
to just repoint without the need for different equipment. As a
government frequency, the use of X-band may also allow partner
nations to share information more easily. While budget is always
an issue, we continue to highlight the efficiencies of X-band
which often means lower overall cost.

GMC: Last October, XTAR and Leidos Systems Engineering
and Integration partnered to demonstrate the power and
efficiencies of XTAR’s X-band frequency using a small
airborne antenna. What can you tell us about the results of
this test, and any implications for the communications
market?
Jay Icard: The demonstration for USSOCOM allowed us to show
off a little bit. It was a great way to prove what we already know
to be true, that X-band is a highly effective choice for comms-
on-the-move applications. In particular, those missions which
require data rates which are higher than 1Mbps into terminals
which are 1m or smaller. The demo showed a greater than
26Mbps throughput off of a very small airborne antenna. As
AISR missions require higher throughput to support HD video
and improved sensor and camera technology, the need for more
than 1 or 2Mbps off the aircraft will be increasing. XTAR can
support those needs, and quite efficiently, I might add. The
26.7Mbps required only 38.2MHz on our XTAR-LANT North
America spot beam and was maintained even during a heavy
rainstorm. That is part of the uniqueness that I noted. Keeping
in mind that we only serve the government user, our interest is
not in proving links which feed data to the aircraft, like a
commercial airline service. Instead, we have a bigger challenge
of providing strong links which feed the data from the aircraft,
which military and intelligence missions require.

GMC: Late in 2017, XTAR announced an expediated terminal
certification process. What benefits does this bring to
terminal manufacturers?
Jay Icard: This is part of our ‘easy to work with’ mantra. There
are many brands of terminals on the market today which offer
an X-band variant. In order to allow access onto the WGS
satellites, for instance, they must go through, and rightly so to
access a government satellite, a substantial approval process.
This can delay the use of new, innovative equipment into the
hands of users while they await such certification. Comparably,
XTAR can work with the manufacturers to evaluate and label
their antennas as ‘XTAR Certified’ in just a matter of days. This
allows the system integrators and terminal manufacturers a way
to promote, test and demo much sooner to prospective buyers.
It provides a win-win for the system integrators, manufacturers
and users.

GMC: XTAR is reportedly making plans for a next-generation
satellite constellation. How has this project progressed so
far, and what new capabilities is the company considering
for these satellites?
Jay Icard: Plans for the replacement satellites are being finalized
now. As the design specifics and timeline become releasable, I
will be sure to notify the press. XTAR will continue to be focused
exclusively on the military and government user and you will
see that in the way these new satellites have been designed. I
can tell you that everyone at XTAR is eagerly anticipating telling
our customers about the new satellites and where the future of
our constellation is going. It has been quite a while since we
have had the opportunity to announce new products at XTAR.
This will be an exciting chapter for our company.

GMC: What are your expectations for XTAR for 2019 and
beyond?
Jay Icard: It is going to be one of those chapters in the history
of a business that we will say, “you remember when…” We have
a slightly different approach to enable our system integrator
partners. We have a user community with a growing demand for
the product we offer, and we have new satellites coming with
more capability and an expanded product offering. It will be a
fun ride. GMC
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MCL awarded renewed electronic counter
measures support contract for UK MOD

MoD Crown copyright 2015

GMC

Marlborough Communications Ltd (MCL), the UK-based military
technology company, has been awarded a 2.5-year in-service
support contract by the UK Ministry of Defence (MOD) as the
preferred supplier of Electronic Counter Measures (ECM)
support and test solutions.

The contract, which is valued at nearly £750K, renews MCL’s
previous two-year contract with the MOD, which ran from 2016.
Under the support contract, MCL will repair and maintain ECM
capabilities and associated ancillaries that were designed,
manufactured and delivered into services by MCL over the last
10 years.

The contract will include support and testing for MCL’s
specialist technical ECM capabilities, including:

• Secure Environmental Storage Units for ECM equipment.
The units are designed with integrated thermoregulation to
protect high powered, mission critical electronic equipment
in hostile environments

• GPS timing devices that provide GPS to multiple ECM pieces
of equipment in GPS denied environments. MCL supply and
upgrade existing systems in line with the latest technologies

• ECM equipment test kits that include frequency exciters and
spectrum analysers and confirm capabilities before
deployment in hostile environments.

Shane Knight, Managing Director for MCL said, “This contract
renewal is testament to the capabilities within MCL to not only
source equipment and technologies based on requirements,
but design, develop and deploy these technologies in-house to
the same high standard. Our work for the UK MOD is based on
consistent capability excellence and highly skilled expertise.
We’re delighted to have been selected as the preferred lead
supplier and partner of choice.”

Elbit Systems launches HattoriX,
a man-packed fire support system
Elbit Systems has launched HattoriX, a new man-packed Fire Support system that for the first time enables Forward Observers
(FO) and similarly tasked tactical teams to passively, rapidly and independently acquire Category 1 (CAT-1) targets (Target Location
error of few a meters). Operational with an undisclosed client, HattoriX introduces a step change in the effectiveness of target
acquisition at the tactical level as it demonstrably both improves survivability and increases the effectiveness of engaging Time
Sensitive Targets (TST) while reducing collateral damage.

Recent armed conflicts highlighted two major deficiencies that erode the operational effectiveness of target acquisition at the
tactical level. The prevalence of laser detection devices makes it
alarmingly easier for the enemy to spot and attack target
acquisition teams that use emitters based fire support systems;
Additionally, the long process presently required to acquire CAT-
1 targets impedes engagement of TSTs and negatively affects
accuracy as it involves complex calculation in the field and relies
on Head Quarters for validation and integration of Command &
Control (C2) information. Elbit Systems’ HattoriX remedies both
deficiencies enabling safe and rapid acquisition of CAT-1 targets
at the tactical level.

Featuring payload agnostic mission computer that runs
proprietary software, photogrammetry algorithm and an
Augmented Reality (AR) overlay of real-time C2 data, HattoriX
performs automatic fusion of Geographical Information System
(GIS) database, pre-loaded targets data, payload’s visual feed,
and C2 information, thereby enabling the tactical user to intuitively
issue CAT-1 targets without using any emitters, and seamlessly
feed acquired targets and additional target information (image,
video, description) into any Battle Management System.

Interfacing with any Electro-Optical payload of choice,
HattoriX is comprised of a Goniometer, a mission computer, a
touch-screen display unit and a lightweight tripod. HattoriX also
includes a remote-controlled configuration for extended force
protection. Users include FOs, Forward Air Controllers (FAC),
Joint Terminal Attack Controllers (JTAC), reconnaissance teams,
field intelligence and Special Forces.
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